GREEN
HAPPINESS
HORMONES
Gardeners are among the happiest and longest-living people in the world, and it's not
just about their genes. The exciting science behind the Earth's antidepressant effect.
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Fractals are geometric figures in which a pattern repeats itself over and over on
an increasingly smaller scale. They are abundant in nature. Research has shown
that our brains respond to fractals with alpha waves, which put us in a relaxed,
attentive mood. So gift yourself some soothing fractals in plant form.
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EARTH FULL OF SEROTONIN

ROMANESCO (BRASSICA OLERACREA)
With its spiral turrets, this Italian cabbage looks like the work of a sculptor. Each turret is

VARENS (PTEROPSIDA)
Also in the fern the branches are similar to infinity. In addition, the leaves have a wild
appearance, giving your urban garden a jungle-like touch.
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ARTISJOK (CYNARA SCOLYMUS)
The sculptural leaves of an artichoke are not only a beautiful example of fractals, they are
also delicious to eat, smell nice and sweet and bloom in beautiful, bright purple flowers that
resemble a sea anemone.
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Fragrance bombs for a good mood

Fragrant Plants
for sensitive
noses

Marcel Proust already knew: no sense is so closely linked to our feelings as the
sense of smell. These three scent bombs are first-class mood boosters.
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PEPERMUNT (MENTA PIPERITA)
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MARJOLEIN (ORIGANUM MAJORANA)

telomeres and therefore age less physically. It

The fragrance molecules of marjoram are not only soothing, they
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garden apron every day. Say for yourself:
what keeps your spirit younger than the
scent of the fruity dahlias of your youth?

ROZEMARIJN (SALVIA ROSMARINUS)
This scent is stimulating and uplifting. You can sniff a bunch of
rosemary as a memory training, because the substance cinneol is said to
help the working memory to remember tasks in the near future.
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The scent of peppermint is especially known for its uplifting and

population averages older than elsewhere

Somehow, that bond with the country is still

